
Wizard of Oz Character Breakdown

Dorothy Gale

The pretty young heroine who is transported to Oz from her home in Kansas.  Initially dreams of leaving
her dull Kansas life, but discovers that home is where her heart is.

Gender: female
Age: 15-25
Vocal range: G3-C5 (opt. E5)

Toto

Dorothy’s dog who accompanies her on her trip to Oz.  WE ARE WILLING TO USE A REAL DOG IF WE FIND
THE RIGHT FIT.  However, a small human may also be used.  Non-singing part.

Aunt Em (doubles as Glinda)

Dorothy’s aunt and Henry’s wife.  A typical midwestern farm worker, her main concern is the upkeep of
the farm.  Glinda is the good witch of the North.  Beautiful and graceful, ethereal and somewhat
whimsical, she helps guide Dorothy once she lands in Oz.

Gender: female
Age: 35-65
Vocal range: G3-C5

Scarecrow (doubles as Hunk - a farmhand)

A kind and clumsy cornfield fixture who joins Dorothy to get a brain from the Wizard.

Gender: male
Age: 18-50
Vocal range: Bb2-F#4 (opt. Ab4)

Tinman (doubles as Hickory - a farmhand)

A very mechanical man who believes he doesn’t have a heart and joins Dorothy on her quest in order to
perhaps find one.  Wide-eyed and gentle, but moves like a robot.

Gender: male
Age: 18-50
Vocal range: Bb2-G4

Lion (doubles as Zeke - a farmhand)

A beast of the forest, venturing to Oz to get courage from the Wizard.  He is frightened of everything,
and his terror and subsequent sadness is extremely over-the-top.

Gender: male
Age: 18-50
Vocal range: Bb2-F4



Uncle Henry (doubles as Emerald City Guard)

A Kansas farmer and Dorothy’s uncle.

Gender: male
Age: 35-65
Vocal range: Bb2-Eb4

Wicked Witch of the West (doubles as Miss Gulch)

The villain of the story, she is bent on grabbing Dorothy after she accidentally kills her sister and takes
her shoes.  A comedic villainess who is also crafty and menacing.  Miss Gulch is the ornery neighbor to
Dorothy in Kansas who has taken a dislike to both Dorothy and Toto.

Gender: female
Age: 30-60
Vocal Range: Non-Singing Part

The Wizard of Oz (doubles as Professor Chester Marvel)

A mysterious figure who is the final destination for our traveling band of misfits.  But is he truly what he
appears to be?

Gender: male
Age: 35-65
Vocal Range: Non-Singing Part

Ensemble:

Crows
Trees
Munchkins
Monkeys
Ozians
Jitterbugs
Popikins
Etc.


